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"The Internet was built without an identity layer! ... If we do nothing, we 

will face rapidly spreading episodes of theft and deception that will 

cumulatively undermine public trust in the Internet."

Kim Cameron, Microsoft[1]

"We've created a world where online connectivity has become 

primary. Especially for younger generations. And yet in this world, 

every connection between two people is just funded by a devious 

third party who pays to manipulate those two people. So we've 

created a whole global generation of people who have grown up in a 

context where the real meaning of communication, the real meaning 

of culture, is manipulation."

 Jaron Lainer, author of Computer Philosophy [3]

"In the Metaverse, people have a secondary digital life where they can 

make money and spend their free time - detached from the 

constraints of the physical world. But if the Metaverse exists in a Web 

2.0 environment, large centralized institutions like Facebook and 

Google will only have that experience - living in their data centers that 

can be shut down at whim, collecting the data of our lives to sell for 

profit."

 Jimmy Chang, author [2]
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Management Summary
Centralized platforms, the loss of personal data, eavesdropping on private conversations and chats - these 
are all contemporary problems that were long considered unsolvable. With the advent of the new digital 
identity model of Self-Sovereign-Identity (SSI for short), the solution is now within reach. 

Arda-Network has set out to build an infrastructure for Self-Sovereign-Identity. With Arda-Wallet SSI shall get 
an infrastructure, which enables decentralized, private, and independent from central organizations to 
exchange, to define relationships, to offer digital services, but also to bind proofs to the own SSI and to use 
them at the respective time. With the decentralized identifier (DID) and the Vault Point model, it is possible to 
create such a solution that is also interoperable. This leaves the user independent¨ in terms of how the 
infrastructure is used. This, in turn, is made possible by blockchain technology. Accesses and keys are stored in 
the blockchain and can thus be used independently of the platform. The personal data of users is secured in 
the case by a key pair of private and public key and other cryptographic methods. The respective defined 
relationships to persons and proofs are stored in encrypted smart contracts in the blockchain. The Arda token 
is thus considered an infrastructural token whose focus is on security, privacy, and scaling. Microtransactions 
are due for triggering the integrated smart contracts. The Arda token will be implemented on the Ethereum 
blockchain in order to be able to use the entire Ethereum ecosystem. 

Arda-Wallet is being developed as a dApp to meet the demands of decentralization and the principles of self-
sovereign identity. In addition to Arda-Wallet, other applications will be developed to provide users with a 
comprehensive user experience with their digital identity. These include a marketplace, groups, and 
applications designed to simplify and secure users' connections in the digital and real worlds.

Arda's infrastructure will enable secure handling of personal data and empower the identity holder to take 
ownership of which company or people get what data. This will revolutionize the social networking industry in 
particular and ensure greater freedom and security.
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The problem

The missing protocol identity layer

When the Internet was created by the U.S. military in the 60s/70s, its purpose was to connect machines over a 
greater distance. Information and resources were to be exchanged from network to network. This is how the 
TCP/IP protocol came into being, which only exchanges the addresses of computers and machines for 
authorization and authentication. The information about who operates or is responsible for these machines 
and computers was not interesting. 
In a very short time, however, more and more Internet users were added and nowadays hardly anyone can 
imagine life without the Internet. However, there is still no identity protocol. [4]

The handling of personal data

When we communicate on the Internet, our personal data is processed and stored on central servers. The 
central servers, and thus the data, are owned by companies that access or sell the data without users being 
able to track it.
With the commercialization of the Internet in the early 2000s, interest in user data began to increase. The data 
collected on the numerous platforms could be used to develop and manufacture products.

The data monopolies

Within a few years, digital business models have created companies that have a kind of data monopoly in 
their industry. The dangerous thing about this is that no one else can access the data. Competitors therefore 
have no chance. 
Due to this market power of the Internet corporations, which have emerged across national borders, these 
companies have so much influence that they can disregard national laws such as the GDPR. [5] Politicians 
have hardly any possibilities to change this, because black boxes, corporate secrets and the like prevent a 
lack of transparency.

The rented digital identities

In the online world, there is no one identity, like that of a nationality. Rather, identities are distributed across a 
wide variety of platforms and domains. 
The individual accounts that we create and design for ourselves on the various platforms do not belong to us. 
They are rented for a certain time and only as long as we follow the rules of the platforms. If we do not, the 
account will be deleted immediately. However, if we do not use any of the digital platforms, our identities do 
not seem to exist in the digital space.
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Introduction
Arda is a social network for Self-Sovereign Identities (SSI) built as a second-layer solution on top of Ethereum 
protocols.

The Arda team is building a decentralized infrastructure that learns from the mistakes and failures of 
centralized social networks. 

No storage of personal data, but decentralized identity management and transparency through open-source 
code that can be viewed. In this way, Arda creates trust among users and enables long-term loyalty.
With the basic function of a digital identity wallet, Arda will rethink social networks. The focus is on the 
guidelines and values of Web3 and SSI, which Christopher Allen defined in 2016. 

Arda will primarily serve as a repository for one's digital identity, with the next step of tying digital possessions, 
certificates, and relationships with friends to the created identity and making them verifiable. All connections, 
proofs and possessions remain with the user on the blockchain across platforms. Only the user can decide 
who gets to see the data and who doesn't. Arda thus becomes the gateway to a new digitized world in which 
users are at the center of everything.

Vision and goals

Arda stands for social togetherness on the web3. The vision is to bring more trust and diversity back into 
digital social interactions between people by establishing self-sovereign identities. 
Arda users should be empowered to build a secondary digital life by becoming owners of their data, building 
new relationships, and launching their own products or services.

The goal is to give users around the world more freedom and privacy with a similar familiar connection as in 
physical space. Independent of centralized platforms and states, users should be able to build their identity 
and use it in the decentralized ecosystem. 

Arda builds the infrastructure in which self-sovereign identities can evolve, network, and attach digital 
possessions.



SSI
English language level C2Mother of two

Job and work experience

Registered lifestyle coach

 Book Club membership

Diploma in Psychology

Etc.

Married

Gym membership

Countries visited

Driver's license

Official yoga trainer
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The Concept of Self-Sovereign Identity
The concept of Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) is still relatively new. For the first time, SSI got a lot of attention 
through a 2016 blog post by Christopher Allen, in which he defined the 10 principles of an SSI. [7] These are: 
Existence, control, access, transparency, persistence, portability, interoperability, consent, minimalization, and 
protection. SSI can thus be understood as a collective term that defines the functioning of identities and the 
control of personal data in digital networks. SSI identity technology draws on a range of existing technologies 
such as identity management, distributed computing, blockchain and cryptography. What is new here is the 
convergence between the technologies

Definition of a Self-Sovereign Identity

An SSI is a model for a digital and decentralized identity on the Internet. Users can use the SSI to prove who 
they are to websites, apps, service providers, or other digital identities. This happens independently of 
platforms, companies, or authorities. The focus is on relationships between two parties who share a 
connection. Neither party owns nor controls the other. The connection exists only if both parties want it to. [8]
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The architecture of a self-sovereign identity
The 4-layer model was developed under the umbrella of the Hyperledger Aries project and is intended to 
represent how the individual layers work together and the relationships between them. The aim of this 
representation is to ensure the interoperability of SSI, because SSI must be able to function and be integrated 
independently of the provider. The further representations are based on the elaborations of Daniel Hartmann. 
[9]

The first two layers are primarily concerned with establishing technical trust, that is, trust among machines 
(protocols), and standardizing processes that can be standardized. In the end, the first two layers are not 
visible to the user.

Layers three and four have the task of gaining human trust. Here, individual concepts are mapped, which later 
differ from case to case. Likewise, these are interfaces to companies, states, and the respective national law.

Layer 1
Identifiers and keys

DID&HTTPS

Blockchain

Smart-Contracts

DID&HTTPS

Blockchain

Smart-Contracts

DID&HTTPS

Blockchain

Smart-Contracts

Layer 2
Secure comms, Interfaces Arda-Wallet Arda-WalletConnection

Layer 3
Credentials Issuer

Holder

Proof
Verifiable

Credential

Verifier

Trust

Layer 4
Governance Governance Authority Governance 

Framework
Publishers

Figure: Shows the four-layer model of a self-sovereign identity [9].
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The authorization and authentication
For SSIs to connect to each other, form relationships, and use external services, it is necessary for the user to 
create an SSI themselves. This must be able to authorize someone to do something and authenticate itself. SSI 
is thus a model and an infrastructure for managing one's own digital identity, in which the holder owns and 
controls his identity with the associated information under his own responsibility. To ensure that the identity 
remains independent, the principles mentioned above must be adhered to. But not every user has the 
technical skills to create such an identity. 

The same problem occurred with user-centric identities at the time. Facebook Connect provided an 
infrastructure where users could create such an identity that could be active beyond the platform. [10] The 
problem what occurred, Facebook became the resource server (see below) where users' information was 
stored. For users to use other infrastructures outside of the Facebook ecosystem, it is necessary for the user to 
enable Facebook to be able to authenticate with the Facebook account on other platforms. For this process, 
the OAuth 2.0 security protocol is used. [11]

Resource Owner

Resource Owner

Client

Client

Authorization Server

Authorization Server

Resource Server

Resource Server

1 Authorization Request

3 Authorization Grant

5 Access Token

2 Authorization Grant

4 Access Token

6 Protected Resource

Figure: Flow of the OAuth 2.0 protocol [11].
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The technical architecture of Arda
Arda has set itself the task of building up and continuously developing the technical infrastructure for self-
sovereign identities. 
The focus is on the character of a social network that each user can build and shape in his or her own usage 
scenario. For the users there shall be public and non-public places of exchange.

In the further course, the technical infrastructure of Arda will be presented with the help of diagrams and the 
corresponding descriptions. The diagrams will include and technically represent the Vault Point model [12] and 
peer-to-peer network [13].

User Device

(A) Transaction: 
new Identification

(B) Receipt: 
Contract Address

(C) Transaction: 
Notification.register

(D) Receipt:
Notification.register

FCM Token

Success I Fail

john’s ID Contract 
addr: 0xABEF1236…)

Store contract address

email: 
johnDoe@gmail.com

nick:”John67”
gender: male

birthdate: 1995/05/25

Write down registration form

Ethereum Blockchain

John’s 
Identification 

Contract

New

insert
new FCM

Token
Notification 

Contract

Figure: Creation of a self-sovereign identity on Arda according to the Vault Point model [12].
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(A)The user writes the personal data to be included in the standard claim into his    Arda wallet. The Arda 
wallet then performs a transaction, which leads to the creation of the identification contract and thus to the 
registration on the Ethereum blockchain.

(B)The Ethereum Blockchain executes the transaction triggered in (A) and the user's identification contract is 
created. The proof of creation is stored in the user's Arda wallet.

(C)The Arda wallet submits a transaction, which in turn registers the Arda device token for the FCM in the 
notification contract.

(D)The notification contract in the Ethereum Blockchain stores the user's token and stores this proof on the 
user's Arda wallet.

Through this process, the user has created his own SSI, which he now owns and controls. The own SSI can also 
move to other wallets, this is not dependent on the Arda wallet. How the process looks like in the frontend of 
the Arda Wallet is shown in "Creating your own SSI and integrating it into the Arda Wallet".

Ethereum Blockchain

ClientMng
Contract

insert
new ClientInfo

(C) Transaction:
ClientMng.register

{name, clientid, pubKey,…}

(C) Receipt:
ClientMng.register

{true I false }

(A) HTTP Request
Client Registration Form

(B) HTTP Response
Send Registration Form

(E) HTTP Request
Assign ClientInfo

(F) HTTP Response
Send Client Secret

Client Proxy

Figure: Registration of a client according to the VaultPoint model [12].
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(A) The client generates a public and private key pair (pubKey and privKey) and uses it to request its 
registration with the proxy server. 

(B) The proxy creates a new client ID and provides the client with a web form containing this ID and the 
address of the client management contract. In this form, the client writes the name of the service it provides 
and a list of permissions to be granted by the user and its public key (pubKey)

(C) The transaction to store the client information is created and submitted to the Ethereum blockchain.

(D) The Ethereum blockchain executes the transaction to register the client information in the client 
management contract. Then, the proof of the transaction is transmitted to the client. 

(E) The client sends its Ethereum address along with the proof of transaction to the proxy server

(F) The proxy server uses the received Ethereum address and client ID to check whether the client's 
information was correctly registered in the client management contract on the Ethereum blockchain. If the 
information is correct, the proxy server creates a new client secret and delivers it to the client

How the process looks like in the frontend of the Arda wallet is shown in "Creating a client".
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The link between user and client on Arda

Figure: Process of client authorization according to the VaultPoint model [12].

(A) When the user contacts the client to use one of its services, the client must make an authorization request 
to gain access to the user information. The request is made to the proxy through the user.

(B) The proxy server acquires the Arda device token for the Arda wallet from the blockchain's notification 
contract using the user's email address. Then, the proxy server uses this token to transmit an FCM-based push 
notification to the Arda wallet containing the client's particular request.

(C) The Arda wallet acquires client information from the blockchain's client management contract by using 
the received client ID. Based on this information, the Arda wallet verifies the name and identity of the 
requesting client and learns the amount of information the client needs. The user can approve or deny this 
authorization request by looking at the information displayed on the device. After the result is delivered to the 
proxy server, the proxy server delivers the result to the client. If the user has given his consent, an auth code is 
created and delivered to the client.

UserClient

(A) Request 
Permissions

REDIRECTION

ex.com/login
/response?

code=<string>
state=<string>

[if not logged in]
goto “User 

authentication”

{“client_id”:<string>,
“state”:<string>}

{“auth_code”:<string>,
“state”:<string>}

(B) Query Notification 
Contract notification.get 

(0xA5CE2)

(C) Query 
ClientMngment

cm.get(“client ID”)

(C) Receipt ClientMngment
{name, clientID, pubkey, 

scopes, redirecturl}

(B) Receipt Notification 
Contract {device Type, 

deviceToken}

Proxy DeviceBlockchain
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The user authentication

User

Redirect to Login 
Page

Send Login Results

Post
Attempt to Login

email=<string>
secret_code=<string>

{“email”:<string>,
“secret_code”: <string>}

{“result”:<string>,
“secret_code”:<string>}

(B) Query Notification 
Contract notification.get 

(0xA5CE2)

(B) Receipt Notification 
Contract {device Type, 

deviceToken}

Proxy DeviceBlockchain

Figure: Process of user authentication according to the VaultPoint model [12].

(A) When the user requests authentication, the proxy server creates a new secret code and provides it to the 
user. The user provides his ID to the proxy server.

(B) The proxy server then acquires the user's Arda device token from the Ethereum blockchain notification 
contract. Now the proxy server can notify the user's Arda wallet that an authentication request has been 
received with the token.

(C) The user then checks if the secret code they just received with the authentication request matches the 
one from step (A). If the values are identical, the user authentication is complete and the result is sent to the 
proxy server.
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The issue of the access token

Client

(A) Request Access Token
grant_type=auth code

code=<string>
client_id=<string>

client_secret=<string>

(D) Send Response to the Client

(C) Response Access Token
access_token=<string>

token_type=bearer expire_in=<int>

(B) Send Request to the Device

Proxy Device

Figure: The process of access token request and issuance according to the VaultPoint model [12].

(A) The client passes the proxy the auth code (received in advance), the client ID and the client secret and 
requests the access token with the information.  

(B) The proxy server finds the Arda wallet that issued the auth code and delivers the request to the respective 
wallet

(C) The Arda wallet checks whether the auth code corresponds to the one it issued in advance. If the auth 
code is correct, the Arda wallet issues an access token and delivers it to the proxy server.

(D) The proxy server delivers the received access token to the client.
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Access to the user information

Client

(D) Send Response
encrypted_resource

(A) Request Resource
access_token=<string>

client_id,secret=<string>
(A) Send Request

access_token=<string>
client_id,secret=<string>

(D) Response Resource
encrypted_resource

(B) Query ClientMngment
cm.get(“client ID”)

(B) Receipt ClientMngment
{name, clientID, pubkey, 

scopes, redirecturl}

(C) Query User Data
idntfcation.get(“claimname”)

(C) Receipt User Data
{data}

Proxy BlockchainDevice

(A) The client requests the user information from the proxy server and provides the access token, client ID, and 
client secret. The proxy server makes this request with the FCM to the user's Arda wallet.

(B) The user can view the client information by using the client ID provided by the proxy server. With the query, 
the user can see what kind of information the client wants to receive.

(C) The Arda wallet verifies the access token and thus checks its validity. The user decrypts the information 
that is on the Ethereum blockchain with the private key. If the information is outside the blockchain (off-chain), 
this is unnecessary. 

(D) The Arda wallet takes the client's public key from the client management contract and transmits the user 
information to the proxy server after encrypting the information with the client's public key and the user's 
private key. The proxy server delivers the information to the client and the client can decrypt the requested 
information with its private key.

After this process, the client can access the user information and the user can use the client's services as 
agreed. 

How the process looks like in the frontend of Arda Wallet is shown in "Authentication and Authorization 
Process".
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The link between user and user on Arda

To simplify the presentation, we will call the two users Alice and Bob, as is customary in Crypto-Space. As soon 
as Alice and Bob have installed and set up their Arda wallet, i.e. created their own SSI with the associated 
options (more on this under the point: The SSI infrastructure: The Arda wallet), Alice and Bob can contact each 
other. 

(A) Alice creates a QR code in her Arda Wallet to generate a connection invitation. 

(B) Bob scans Alice's QR code with his Arda Wallet.

(C) Then, the Arda wallet creates a DID document, which is equivalent to a connection request message. 

(D) Alice's cloud agent receives the DID document and forwards it to her Arda wallet. 

(E) Alice now encrypts her DID document with the public key from Bob's DID document.

(F) Bob's Arda wallet now receives the connection information from Alice via its cloud agent and can store it in 
the wallet.

Now there is a two-way secure and private connection between Alice and Bob. However, this connection can 
be severed at any time by either of them or individually. [18]

Ledger

Cloud
Connection

Private Pairwise Peer DIDs

Edge

Alice Bob

Illustration: Shows communication between two peer users. [13]
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The SSI Infrastructure: The Arda Wallet
The Arda Wallet functions much like our physical wallet in which we carry our ID, driver's license, and 
membership, visit, and payback cards. The wallet consists of software (see: Arda's technical architecture) that 
allows the holder to generate, store, manage, and protect cryptographic keys, secrets, and other sensitive 
data. A self-sovereign identity has no function without an infrastructure such as the Arda Wallet.

The Arda Wallet is therefore an SSI wallet and is subject to design and functional principles to ensure 
interoperability and that SSI is not dependent on an infrastructure.

The standardized design and functional principles include:

- Data portability: implementing open DID standards, cryptographic keys, and other user-driven content.
- Consent-driven: For each transaction or exchange, the auditable protocol must be confirmed by the identity 
holder
- Privacy-by-design: integrating the seven principles outlined by Ann Cavoukian. [14]
- Security: the contents of the wallet must be kept secure and protected, this is achieved through, for example, 
the targeted peer-DID connections, decentralization, and a digital agent in the wallet.

The Arda wallet as a social network

Arda allows all SSI to keep their contacts forever and document their friendship. Everything you do on Arda 
remains portable, because your friendships are stored decentrally and can be retrieved by other platforms. 
And everything you do remains between you only, no one else can track your contact or history.
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Insight: Creating your own SSI and integrating it into the Arda Wallet.

The following figures are intended to show a first insight into the user interface of the Arda Wallet. 
After the Arda Wallet has been installed, the user can create his own SSI, the first steps can be seen on figure 
(B). Here the user enters his information for the default claim. Beforehand, the user has to scan the address of 
his Ethereum account (Metamask or other) where the identity and smart contracts should be stored. If the 
user confirms the entry, the user registration process starts and the respective identification contract is 
created.

A B

Figure: (A) shows the QR code and Ethereum address of the Ethereum wallet. (B) shows the user interface for 
creating an SSI based on the VaultPoint model [12].
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Insight: Creation of a client

For a client to provide its services, it requests registration from the proxy server via the web browser. The proxy 
server provides the client with a registration form. The client must fill in the form with the necessary 
information. After that, the client performs a transaction and submits the form to request registration in the 
client management contract through its Ethereum account.

If the transaction was successful, it is verified by the proxy server and a client secret is created after the 
successful verification. The client secret is transferred to the client.

Figure: (A) shows the registration of the client. (B) shows the respective execution of the transaction. (C) shows 
the obtaining of the client secret. According to the VaultPoint model. [12]

Client Information

Scope Requirement

Upload and get client-secret

Client Secret
Unknown

Upload to Smart Contract

A

Upload to Smart Contract

Client Information

Scope Requirement

Upload and get client-secret

Client Secret
UTGBeTETWCEpbvmQ7QdczW14eoVKAEu

B

Contract Interaction

0xdAD5835d355F482CeF23…

Details

GAS FEE

No Conversion Rate Available

0.03

1.22

TOTAL

No Conversion Rate Available

0.03

ConfirmReject

C
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Insight: Authentication and authorization process

Figure: (A) shows the user accessing the client's services. (B) shows the user's authentication request from the 
proxy server. (C) shows the secret code sent to the user's Arda wallet. (D) shows the authorization request 
from the client. According to the VaultPoint model. [12]

Sign in with ValutPoint

A

B

L P RT - VZ Q D

ValutPoint Require Authentication

Check your nonce below

Login Request

LTZP -  QRVD

AcceptDecline

Email

Nickname

Do not click accept if you 

do not want to accept this 
request

Login Request

Accept

C D
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Insight: Final link between client and user

Hello Stanley

Illustration: Shows the final link between the user and the client. The user can now use the client's services 
without having to create a new account.
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Insight: Credentials and memberships

Figure: Shows the Member category, where Arda Wallet clearly displays the different proofs from 
memberships and official IDs. 

Lotus Spa and Wellness
Membership until Sep 12

Member · 1d ago

City Library
Membership Expired

Member · 1y ago

Justin Bieber
Active Membership

Member · 1y ago

Coloseum GYM
Membership until Dec 12

Member · 2m ago
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Insight: Categories of contacts

Figure: Shows the display of the different categories: Selfie, Experience and Fans.

Selfie contacts are contacts that the user sees regularly in real life and with whom they can share a photo on 
the Arda wallet. The shared photo will be integrated into the consensus search. 

Experience contacts are contacts with whom one has had formative shared experience. The experience is 
deposited, verified and confirmed by both contacts on the Arda Wallet.

Fan contacts are contacts that the user does not know personally, but who would like to be in contact with the 
user.
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Token economy and smart contracts

Function of tokens

Cryptographic tokens have the task of mapping access and/or asset rights. These are managed in a public 
transaction log (blockchain). Through the tokens, users are empowered to efficiently, fairly, transparently, and 
globally manage their rights held in the tokens. With the Web3, i.e., the Internet of Values, the tokens are given 
an infrastructure and immediately become the main application of the Web3.

Figuratively speaking, the token is a kind of container that is empty at the beginning but can be filled with 
content such as smart contracts, which in turn define rights and assets. The token infrastructure enables the 
smart contracts to be transported from A to B securely, inexpensively, and quickly. Only those who have 
access to the container can open it. For all other persons, the contents remain locked. 
The Arda token is such an infrastructure token. The token makes it possible to manage relationships and 
access rights without participants revealing too much about themselves. 

Technical perspective 

The Arda token is an application token and thus second-layer token that uses the Ethereum platform's smart 
contract network. Ethereum (Gwei) is the protocol token and thus the currency of Arda.

Legal perspective 

Access rights, credentials, and ownership rights are defined in the Arda token. The rights defined in each token 
depend on the use case. For example, access rights to data, right to a service, owner of a credential or similar 
can be defined in the tokens. 

Transferability perspective 

The Arda token will be tradable on decentralized and regulated exchanges. Likewise, it can be used to 
exchange value via the Arda wallet. To use the infrastructural token, it must be purchased in advance using 
the Ethereum (Gwei) currency.

Number of tokens

100 million tokens
10% Circulation after listing
X dollars market cap after listing
X dollars total revenue until listing
0.10 Dollar Strategic Selling Price
0.30 Dollar Uniswap Listing Price
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Team and reserve tokens remain locked for one year. After one year, a monthly release takes place up to one 
year.

Strategic Sale 25%

Public Sale 5%

Liquidity 20%

Marketing 20%

Team 10%

Reserve 20%

100000000

75000000

50000000

25000000

0

Relase of TokenToken Distribution

Strategic Sale

Public Sale

Liquidity

Marketing

Team

Reserve
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Use of all revenues

45% -Development of all technologies described in whitepaper, including smart contracts, wallets, interfaces 
with potential partners, updates, and platforms that add value to users. Paid and hired from the funds: 
Developers, consultants, and any expertise the team needs to work through the roadmap.

10% - Legal and security, to ensure that development is always completed in compliance with the law and 
that smart contracts and interfaces are up to technical standards.
Funds are set aside for potential issues or charges and used as needed.

10% Liquidity for unforeseen expenses or if quick action is needed that leads to the growth of the company. 

5% Infrastructure such as staff equipment, server infrastructure, infrastructure security (DDoS attacks) and to 
ensure fast and secure data transfer.

30% Growth and marketing for a constant and regular distribution of Arda in the target audience, as well as 
for the conclusion of strategically important partnerships, for the further development of the platform and the 
company.

Functions of Smart Contracts

Smart contracts are a digital form of self-executing agreements or contracts. They are created using a 
programming language and executed and managed collaboratively and automatically in a peer-to-peer 
network of computers. 

The small programs allow agreements to be made between participants without the need for physical legal 
contracts. This is possible even though the participants do not know or trust each other. Before blockchain 
technology, this required an intermediary; nowadays, the blockchain takes over this role by depositing claims 
and making them verifiable for the respective participants.
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Smart contracts in the Arda universe

Arda contains a number of smart contracts. 
To begin with, the smart contracts of the VaultPoint model are installed:

ownerAddr:0xAE132…
spareAddr:0xA0123
defaultClaim: {
“nick: “John67”
“email”: “johndoe@gmail.com”,
“gender”:”male”
“birthdate”:”1995/05/25”,
“website”:””,
“locale”:”en-US”
}
claims:{
“LicenseCode”:<RSA256>
}
func updateDefault(name, value)
func upsert(claimName, claimValue)
func delete(claimName)

Identification Contract
(0xABEF123456…)

struct Token {
DeviceType deviceType;
string deviceToken;
address owner;

}
device_token_list:{

h(“johnDoe@gmail.com”): Token(
ANDROID, “asfcxv”, 0xAE132…),
h(“lylisa@gmail.com”): Token(
IOS, “ciojqa”, 0xA6CC2…),…

}

func register(hEmail, Token)
funnc unregister(hEmail)
func update(hEmail, Token)
func get(hEmail)

Notification Contract
(0xABEF123456…)

ownerAddr:0xA6CC2…
spareAddr:0xAEDA3…
defaultClaim: {
“nick: “Jlissah’tu”
“email”: “lylisa@gmail.com”,
“gender”:”female”
“birthdate”:”2002/06/25”,
“website”:””,
“locale”:”en-US”
}
claims:{
“attending-physician”:<RSA256>,
“korean-licence”:<RSA256>
}
func updateDefault(name, value)
func upsert(claimName, claimValue)
func delete(claimName)

Identification Contract
(0xED12FACB…)

struct ClientInfo{
string name;
string clientId;
string pubKey;
string scopes;
address clientAddress;
string uri;

clients: {
“E43BB7KS44…”: Clientsummary(
“eGames”, “E54BB7KS44…”
“<eGames-pubKey>”, [email]”,
0xAB1541BCDC, “https://eth-

one.com/auth/auth_tokenn”),…
}
func register(name, clientID, pubkey, 
scopes, redirectURL)
func unregister(clientID)
func updatePubkey(newPubkey)
func get(clientID)

ClientManagement Contract
(0xCF12EEE6…)

Figure: Simplified representation of the identification contract, notification contract and client management 
contract according to the VaultPoint model. [12]

In addition, there are Smart-Contracts which connects to and manages other services such as Arda-
Marketplace, Arda-Groups and the other dApps.
Furthermore, smart contracts are programmed to define relationships between individuals, groups, B2B and 
B2C.
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Q3/Q4 2021: Phase 1 - 
Foundation and partnerships

Foundation of Arda-Network GmbH

Completion of the whitepaper 

Legal clarification of the whitepaper with BaFin

Live launch of the website, Twitter account and 
Telegram group

Hiring of initial staff to assist in research on SSI 
and SSI wallets

Partnerships with corporations, investors, and 
blockchain startups

Funding: seed phase by founders

Q1/Q2 2022: Phase 3 - MVP 
release as dApp

Release of beta dApp - Arda wallet (core 
features) on the Ethereum protocol

Integration of the first test users (beta testers)

Collaboration and partnerships with networks 
around SSI such as HyperLedger Indy and 

Decentralized Identity Foundation (DIF).

Q4 2021: Phase 2 - build 
infrastructure

Listing of the token Arda token

Influencer integration (crypto, lifestyle and 
fitness).

Hire the first developers (full stack, Solidity, Java, 
Python, Swift)

Development of first smart contracts

Funding: start-up phase by token investors 

Q2 2022 - Q4 2022: Phase 4 - MVP 
interoperability

Release of beta dApp - Arda wallet (core 
features) on HyperLedger Indy protocols

Integration of the first clients

Full integration of ERC 725 and ERC 1056 (with 
further DID methods)

Integration of an SSI Governance Framework 
(Core features)

Integration of Internet-of-Thing devices as SSI 
(Core features)

Roadmap
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Team and Company
The team of Arda-Network consists of the founders Yves Unser and Andre Tiede, as well as people who have 
already gained extensive experience in blockchain projects.
The team's greatest strength lies in the implementation of innovative and disruptive projects, in which the 
founders in particular have already made a name for themselves. In addition, there is the extensive network of 
influencers, investors, politicians, entrepreneurs and young founders.

The company was founded in Germany as a limited liability company (GmbH for short) with the aim of 
building, marketing and further developing a non-discriminatory social network on the Ethereum blockchain 
protocol. 
The company's shareholders are Y&Y Ventures UG (haftungsbeschränkt) and Tiede - Neue Technologien und 
Megatrends UG (haftungsbeschränkt). The company is based in Karlsruhe and is managed by Yves Unser and 
Andre Tiede. 

Yves Unser

Blockchain enthusiast and investor since 2017

Managing partner of YourCoaching GmbH. (App development software for fitness and life coaches)

Owner of holistic coaching app 

Owner of The-Better-World-Foundation

Co-partner of 24ft. Project development and builder of overseas container parks



Andre Tiede
Blockchain enthusiast and investor since 2016

Founder of a wide variety of smaller and local startups

Co-founder and head of HubWerk01 (funding initiative of the Ministry of Economics Baden-Württemberg)

Project manager of various artificial intelligence projects ( including Digital GreenTech from the German 
Federal Ministry of Research and Education)

Managing partner of 24ft. Project development and builder of overseas container parking facilities
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Goran Vujakovic

Self-employed product, software, app and web designer since 2010

Works with startups from the U.S. and Europe

His clients include: AMC, ZenLedger, Everon, Eagle Hills and many more

Focus: Mobile Design, UI/ Visual Design, UX Design/ Research
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